
 

 

Suresnes, France, July 20, 2015 
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
  
 

Finnish Army NH90 Multi-Role Training Device Ready for Training  
 

SOGITEC INDUSTRIES announces that NAHEMA and the Fi nnish Defence Forces Logistics 
Command have declared ready for training the Finnis h Army NH90 Multi-Role Training Device 
(MRTD). 

 

The MRTD is now operational within the helicopter b attalion at Utti Jaeger Regiment, South-
Eastern Finland.  

 

The MRTD addresses NH90 training needs for the 3 ma in areas of missions assigned to Finnish 
Defence Forces: National Defence, Support to Govern ment Authorities, and International Crisis 
Management. Operational missions performed in the M RTD include conventional troop transport, 
special operations, maritime search & rescue (SAR),  Police operations, firefighting, medical 
evacuation (MEDEVAC), etc.  

 

The Finnish Army MRTD fully benefits from the compr ehensive in-service support program settled 
within the NAHEMA community, and already implemente d for the French Forces. 

 

The MRTD uses EASA level D helicopter modelling and  tactical simulation covering the full range 
of NH90 missions. The MRTD also meets flight and na vigation training needs: conversion-to-type, 
instrument flight, malfunctions management, etc. 

 

The French Forces are already equipped with 3 MRTDs , and 2 more MRTDs and 1 FFS to be 
delivered. The Navy version features an RCT (Rear-C abin Trainer) for Anti-Surface and Anti-
Submarine Warfare training. 

 

About Sogitec Industries: 

 
Sogitec Industries is a leading company in the mark et of support products and services for 
Aerospace and Defense systems. Sogitec offers a com prehensive range of instruction and 
training solutions for military and civil aerospace  needs, from full training systems to simulation 
subsystems. The company also operates in major tech nical publications and documentary 
systems programs. Sogitec employs over 400 personne l and delivered revenue of 83 million euros 
in 2013. The company is headquartered in Suresnes ( Paris). Two other main facilities are located 
in Bruz (Rennes, Britanny) and Mérignac (Bordeaux). Sogitec Industries is a subsidiary of aircraft 
manufacturer Dassault Aviation. For more informatio n: www.sogitec.com .   
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Xavier DISSOUBRAY, Head of Communications. 
+33 (0)1 41 18 58 60, xdissoubray@sogitec.fr . 


